Books By V. Subhash (Ólafia L. Óla)
I started publishing books in 2020 and have written/illustrated/designed over a dozen books. I hope you
like some of them.

2020 Fresh Clean Jokes For Everyone
This is one of the biggest jokebooks ever written - over 3100 jokes spread over
three parts.
Part 1 (For Learning)
Part 2 (For Fun)
Part 3 (For Intellectuals Only)
It has jokes that you don't have to think about - bar jokes, blonde jokes, cross-theroad jokes, knock-knock jokes, lightbulb jokes, pun jokes,... entire chapters for
people with special skills or interests - computer jokes, programming jokes,
physics jokes, chemistry jokes, biology jokes, medical jokes, financial jokes,
geography jokes, knock-knock jokes, romantic (breakup) jokes... for those looking
for sharp content, plenty of jokes about philosophy, advertising, news and politics... for kids and students
wishing to improve their vocabulary and general knowledge, a treasure house of clever wordplay and
interesting facts/riddles, and THREE CHAPTERS DEVOTED TO FOREIGN LANGUAGES. Several
funny and thought-provoking poems (mostly as financial/political limericks), set to the tune of popular
nursery rhymes. Also, some of the best one-liners EVER written in the English language.
Pages: 276 • Paperback: $12 • No ebook • An older subset with 420 jokes is available for free (ebook) or
$6.99 (paperback)

2020 Fresh Clean Jokes For Kids
This 'for kids' subset of the 2020 jokebook has 2200 jokes. It has all of Part 1 (For
Learning) and some non-political jokes from Part 2 (For Fun) & Part 3 (Only For
Intellectuals). Joke types include children's jokes, computer jokes, programming
jokes, cross-the-road jokes, physics jokes, chemistry jokes, biology jokes, medical
jokes, financial jokes, geography jokes, knock-knock jokes, mix jokes, breakup
jokes...). Special chapters include Elephant & Ant Jokes, Off-The-Wall
Philosophers, Useful French Phrases, Useful Latin Phrases, Other Useful Foreign
Phrases, Jokes You Love To Hate, Jokes In Advertising, and Fancy Creature
Jokes.
Pages: 176 • Paperback: $10

Learn To Ride A Motorcycle In Five Minutes
Of course, you can learn to ride a motorbike in five minutes!
For most of my life, I did not know how to ride a motorbike.
But, when I had to do, it took me only five minutes. On my first
ride on my first bike, I travelled nearly 100 kilometres, across
two cities and one national highway. Acquiring the skill takes
less than five minutes and honing it will require a few weeks of
practice.
Pages: 36 (30 with real content) • Paperback: $6 • Ebook: $2
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Vastu Shastra Explained
Vastu Shastra Explained is a plain-English Vástu Śastra
building-architecture guide for those who wish to draw their
own Vastu-compliant house plans. The book does not upsell
Vaastu as a panacea for all ills nor does it portray Vastu as
the Indian Feng Shui. Instead, it presents Vastu as a
collection of time-tested best-practices in Indian building
architecture.
Pages: 40 (30 with real content) • Colour Paperback: $7.77 •
B/W (Grayscale) Paperback: $6 • Ebook: $2

A Really Traditional Alphabet Book
This FULL-COLOUR children's book bundles an alphabet
book (with a writing work area on each letter page) and a
jokes-and-puzzles book. The alphabet book uses the same
words that have been traditionally used to teach young kids.
Young preschoolers can practice reading and writing the
English alphabet with this book. The jokes and puzzles are
for older kids.
Pages: 34 (32 with real content) • Colour Paperback: $8

Animalia Humorosum by Ólafía L. Óla
This is an illustrated children's storybook
based on Aesop's Fables. The stories have
been made more believable by changing the
ending with a humorous twist. The book is a
large-print full-bleed full-colour paperback with
a glossy cover.
Pages: 30 (27 with real content) • Paperback:
$11 • Ebook: $0 (FREE for parental review)

World of Word Ladders by Ólafía L. Óla
A word ladder has a diagram of a ladder with a word on both
the first and last rung. The blanks on the middle rungs are for
you to complete.
One and only one letter needs to change in each blank
rung of the ladder so that the first word is transformed
into the last word.
Your words CANNOT be
a proper noun (name of people, places and such),
abbreviation (short forms), or
words of foreign, dialectal, slang or colloquial origin. Words that have gone native are all right.
Series: 2 volumes • Puzzles: 100 • Paperback: $7 (one volume)
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FFMPEG Quick Hacks
This FULL-COLOUR book provides an extensive FFmpeg tutorial, hack collection
and desk-side reference. Quickly learn to use the free command-line video-editing
utility FFMPEG - cut, copy, record, edit, tag, convert, rotate, flip, resize, crop,
combine, compose, blur, sharpen, smoothen, side-by-side split, PIP inset, fade
in/out... Also learn to use subtitles, audio/image files and metadata with video.
Pages: 148 • Colour Paperback: $34 • Ebook: $3 (Free from April 2021)

CommonMark Ready Reference
CommonMark is replacing Markdown as the de facto standard for
low-markup text. CommonMark hit the ground with a well-defined
standard from day 1 and is set to replace and overtake
MarkDown. StackOverFlow.com and other sites have already
adopted it. All of my books are written in CommonMark.
CommonMark is MarkDown done right. It is highly compatible with
the original MarkDown and resolves most of its ambiguities. This
book provides a tutorial, hacks collection and a ready reference for
the new standard. The cover of the book is designed like a quickreference card. Incidentally, this is the first book ever written on
the subject of CommonMark.
Pages: 44 (36 with real content) • Paperback: $6 • Ebook: $1

Email Newsletter Strategies For Profit
This book not only explains how to create user-friendly email
newsletters but also helps you improve email deliverability,
organically grow your mailing list, understand industry-standard
best-practices and apply practical troubleshooting tips and
tricks.
Pages: 38 (32 with real content) • Paperback: $7 • Ebook: $2

The Devil's Dictionary (Illustrated)
The Devil's Dictionary by Ambrose Bierce is a great repository of brutally frank and
unusually cynical descriptions for popular words and phrases in English.
This 2020 illustrated version of the 1911 text-only original by Bierce has
contemporary caricatures (of Alexandria Ocasio Cortez, Bill Gates, Don Lemon, Elon
Musk, Joe Biden...) and the neat easy-on-the-eye look of any new dictionary (modern
fonts, two-column pages, starting/ending words on every page).
If you consider yourself as a woke, liberal, Leftie, Progressive, Socialist, Communist,
Feminist... then this book is not for you. This book by Bierce is a product of its time
and may not match your unrealistic expectations.
Pages: 152 • Paperback: $8 • Ebook: $2
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Other books in the making
The completely revised second edition of my investment
guide ebook published several years ago.
An illustrated Ant & Elephant Jokes book (à la 2020
jokebook).
An illustrated traditional nursery rhymes book.
A tip and tricks book for the Linux command-line.

Prices are subject to change.
Physical book copies may not look exactly like these 3-d mockup images.
Ólafía L. Óla is a pseudonym I use for children's books. (I have used a few other pseudonyms to
publish the rest of my books.)
The latest details, discounted purchase options, advance review copies (ARCs) and free PDF
samples are available on my website: www.VSubhash.in
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